[The Scl-70 antibody and its clinical significance].
In the review of the literature on the Scl-70 antigen, methods of detection of the Scl-70 antibody, the correlation between its presence and the clinical, genetic and immunological parameters are presented. It is emphasized that the Scl-70 antibody which is regarded as a marker of diffuse scleroderma, may have a prognostic significance. In indirect immunofluorescence on HEp-2 cells the Scl-70 antibody gives a characteristic pattern described as diffuse fine speckles with dotted nucleolus. A somewhat different but distinct staining pattern on hamster liver described by the authors was found to be characteristic of that antibody. The fluorescence associated with Scl-70 antibody is designated as nucleolar-reticular mixed staining with nucleolus predominating. It is suggested that hamster liver substrate which is easily available may replace the expensive HEp-2 cells for detecting Scl-70 antibody.